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Abstract

Person re-identification (ReID) methods always learn

through a stationary domain that is fixed by the choice of

a given dataset. In many contexts (e.g., lifelong learning),

those methods are ineffective because the domain is con-

tinually changing in which case incremental learning over

multiple domains is required potentially. In this work we

explore a new and challenging ReID task, namely lifelong

person re-identification (LReID), which enables to learn

continuously across multiple domains and even generalise

on new and unseen domains. Following the cognitive pro-

cesses in the human brain, we design an Adaptive Knowl-

edge Accumulation (AKA) framework that is endowed with

two crucial abilities: knowledge representation and knowl-

edge operation. Our method alleviates catastrophic for-

getting on seen domains and demonstrates the ability to

generalize to unseen domains. Correspondingly, we also

provide a new and large-scale benchmark for LReID. Ex-

tensive experiments demonstrate our method outperforms

other competitors by a margin of 5.8% mAP in general-

ising evaluation. The codes will be available at https:

//github.com/TPCD/LifelongReID.

1. Introduction

Person re-identification (ReID) seeks to linking the same

pedestrian across disjoint camera views. While advanced

deep learning methods [55, 49, 30, 46, 38, 31, 47] have

shown powerful abilities for ReID [35, 10], their train-

ing process is limited heavily by a fixed and stationary

dataset [52, 54, 40]. However, this limitation violates many

practical scenarios where the data is continuously increas-

ing from different domains. For instance, smart surveillance

systems [53, 15] over multiple crossroads capture millions

of new images every day, and they are required to have the

ability of incremental or lifelong learning.

To overcome the above limitation, we propose a

new yet practical ReID task, namely lifelong person re-

identification (LReID), which requires the model to accu-
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Figure 1: Pipeline of the proposed lifelong person re-

identification task. The person identities among the in-

volved domains are completely disjoint.

mulate informative knowledge incrementally from several

seen domains and then adapt the knowledge to the test sets

of both seen and unseen domains (Fig. 1). Our LReID

task has two challenging problems, compared to previous

tasks. First, unlike conventional lifelong learning [27, 32],

LReID further considers improving the generalization abil-

ity on unseen classes that never appear in the lifelong train-

ing stage. Second, LReID is a fine-grained lifelong learning

task, in which inter-class appearance variations are signif-

icantly subtler than standard lifelong learning benchmarks

like CIFAR-100 [13] and ImageNet [33].

To tackle the challenges in LReLD, we propose a

new adaptive knowledge accumulation (AKA) framework

which can continually accumulate knowledge information

from old domains, so as to have a better generalization qual-

ity on any new domain. This idea is inspired by a new per-

spective of human cognitive processes. Recent discoveries

[4, 39] in cognitive science indicate that a cognitive pro-

cess could be broadly decomposed into “representations”

and “operations”. The structure of the knowledge repre-

sentations (KRs) plays a key role for stabilizing memory,

which shows our brain has potential relations with graph

structure. Adaptive update and retrieval contained in the

knowledge operations (KOs) promotes the efficient use of

knowledge. Such complex yet elaborate KRs and KOs en-

able our brain to perform life-long learning well. Motivated

by this, we endow AKA with two abilities to separately ac-
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complish knowledge representation and knowledge opera-

tion. Specifically, we first represent transferable knowledge

as a knowledge graph (KG), where each vertex represents

one type of knowledge (e.g., the similar appearance be-

tween two persons). For image samples in one mini-batch,

we temporally construct a similarity graph based on their

relationships. Then, AKA establishes cross-graph links

and executes a graph convolution. Such operation enables

KG to transfer previous knowledge to each current sample.

Meanwhile, KG is updated by summarizing the information

underlying the relationships among current instances. Fur-

thermore, for encouraging KG to improve learned represen-

tation while considering the forgetting problem, plasticity

loss and stability loss are integrated to achieve an optimal

balance for generalization on unseen domain. Our contri-

butions are three-fold:

Task contribution. We exploit a new yet practical per-

son ReID task, namely LReID, which considers person re-

identification problem under a lifelong learning scenario.

Technical contribution. We propose a new AKA

framework for LReID. AKA maintains a learnable knowl-

edge graph to adaptively update previous knowledge, while

transferring the knowledge to improve generalization on

any unseen domains, with the plasticity-stability loss.

Empirical contribution. We provide a new benchmark

and evaluation protocols for LReID. AKA shows promising

improvements over other state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work

2.1. Person Reidentification Setups

As summarized in Tab. 1, previous person ReID works

are performed in four different setups: 1) Fully-supervised

(FS) methods investigate and exploit different network

structures and loss functions [53, 31, 47, 30]; 2) Unsuper-

vised domain adaption (UDA) is introduced to mitigate the

domain gaps between source and target domain, caused by

discrepancies of data distribution or image style [54, 38, 49,

55]; 3) Pure-unsupervised (PU) setting is less researched as

it has to handle learning robust representation without using

any label information [22]. 4) Domain generalization (DG)

is an open-set problem. Lately, DG ReID task is explored

by [35]. However, all the above setups do not address the

lifelong learning challenge in our LReID.

The most related works [19] and [48] proposed an

online-learning method for one-pass person ReID and

a continual representation learning setting for bio-metric

identification, respectively. However, both of them focused

on intra-domain continual learning instead of our inter-

domain incremental learning. Since there are relatively

narrow domain gaps between the training and the testing

set, their settings are less challenging for keeping learned

knowledge while improving generalization.

Table 1: The comparison of fully-supervised (FS), un-

supervised domain adaption (UDA), pure unsupervised

(PU), domain generalization (DG), and lifelong person re-

identification (LReID). “S.” and “T.” denote source and tar-

get domain, respectively.

Setup Step Train Label Test

FS [53] one S. S. S.

UDA [38] one or two S. & T. S. T.

PU [22] one S. - S.

DG [35] one all S. all S. T.

LReID multiple current S. current S. S. & T.

2.2. Lifelong Learning

Lifelong or incremental learning [29, 2, 28] dates back

several decades, but now is attracting an ever-increasing

attention due to impressive progresses in deep neural net-

works. Existing methods focus on common vision tasks

like object recognition [2, 32], object detection [34] and im-

age generation [42]. The key challenge for lifelong learning

is catastrophic forgetting, which means that the model has

performance degradation on previous tasks after training

on new tasks. Existing methods can be divided into three

categories, including knowledge distillation by the teacher-

student structure [21], regularizing the parameter updates

[45] when new tasks arrive, and storing or generating im-

age samples of previous tasks [32, 42].

However, these methods are not suitable for LReID

for various reasons. 1) The number of classes in ReID

is much larger than that in conventional lifelong learn-

ing tasks, e.g., the popular benchmarks for them include

MNIST [14], CORe50 [24], CIFAR-100 [13], CUB [37]

and ImageNet [33]. Except ImageNet, other benchmarks

are small-scale in terms of classes numbers. In contrast,

one of the popular ReID benchmarks, MSMT17 V2 [40]

includes 4,101 classes/identities. 2) ReID datasets are more

imbalanced [23], that means the number of samples per

class ranges from 2 to 30. Because model degradation

typically happens when learning from tail classes, LReID

also suffers from a few-shot learning challenge. 3) Similar

with the fine-grained retrieval task [3]. The inter-class ap-

pearance variations for ReID are significantly subtler than

generic classification tasks. It is particularly challenging in

the lifelong learning scenario. 4) Previous works use the

same classes for both training and testing, while ReID al-

ways need to handle with unseen classes. Fortunately, we

find that remembering previously seen classes is beneficial

for generalising on newly unseen classes.

3. Lifelong Person Re-Identification

3.1. Problem Definition and Formulation

In terms of LReID, one unified model needs to learn T
domains in an incremental fashion. Suppose we have a

stream of datasets D = {D(t)}Tt=1. The dataset of the t-
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th domain is represented as D(t) = {D
(t)
tr , D

(t)
te }, where

D
(t)
tr = {(xi,yi)}

∣

∣

∣
D

(t)
tr

∣

∣

∣

i=1 contains training images and their

corresponding labels set Y
(t)
tr , andD

(t)
te indicates the testing

set with Y
(t)
te . The training and testing classes are disjoint,

so that Y
(t)
tr ∩ Y

(t)
te = Ø. Note that, only D

(t)
tr is available

at the t-th training step, and the data from previous domains

are not available any more. For evaluation, we test retrieval

performance on all encountered domains with their corre-

sponding testing sets. In addition, the generalization abil-

ity is evaluated via new and unseen domains Dun with un-

seen identities Yun. Henceforth, we will drop the subscript

{tr, te} for simplicity of notation.

3.2. Baseline Approach

We introduce a baseline solution based on knowledge

distillation to address LReID. The baseline model con-

sists of a feature extractor h (·; θ) with parameters θ and

a classifier g (·;φ) with parameters φ. The whole net-

work f (·; θ, φ) is the mapping from the input space directly

to confidence scores, which is defined as: f (·; θ, φ) :=
g (h (·; θ) ;φ). Training the parameters θ and φ in the net-

work is optimized by a cross-entropy loss,

Lc = −
∑

(x,y)∈D

y log (σ (f (x; θ, φ))) , (1)

where σ is softmax function. In addition, we adopt the

knowledge distillation (KD) [21] technique for mitigating

forgetting on previous domains. Omitting the superscript

(t), the loss function is defined as:

Ld =

−
∑

x∈D

n
∑

j=1

σ
(

f(x; θ̂, φ̂)
)

j
log

(

σ (f(x; θ, φ))j

)

,

(2)

where n =
∑t−1

i=1

∣

∣Y (i)
∣

∣ is the number of the old classes, θ̂

and φ̂ are copied from θ and φ before current-step training,

respectively. The total objective of baseline method is:

Lbase = Lc + γLd, (3)

where γ is a trade-off factor for the knowledge distillation

loss and the cross-entropy loss.

4. Adaptive Knowledge Accumulation

In this section, we introduce the details of the pro-

posed AKA framework. The goal of AKA is to facilitate

both learning process of new domain and generalization

on unseen domains by leveraging transferable knowledge

learned from previous domains. Referring to biological

prior knowledge, AKA mimics the brain’s cognitive process

[4] to construct two sub-processes: knowledge representa-

tion and knowledge operation, illustrated by Fig. 2. In the

following subsections, we elaborate both sub-processes and

their optimization, respectively.

4.1. Knowledge Representation

To respectively represent the knowledge underling cur-

rent samples, and the accumulated knowledge learned

from already-trained domains, we parameterize the knowl-

edge “representations” by constructing two different graph

structures: instance-based similarity graph (ISG) and accu-

mulated knowledge graph (AKG).

Instance-based Similarity Graph. Given a mini-batch of

samples from a certain domain, the extracted features are

defined as VS = h (x;φ). Inspired by [26], we first inves-

tigate the relationships among these samples and represent

the relationships by a fully-connected graph GS(AS ,VS),
namely ISG, where AS is the edge set and the extracted

features serve as vertices VS in the graph. The edge weight

AS
ij between two vertices VS

i and VS
j is measured by a

learnable L1 distance between them:

AS
ij = ρ

(

WS
∣

∣VS
i −VS

j

∣

∣+ bS
)

, (4)

where WS and bS represent learnable parameters, and ρ is

Sigmoid function. This is, the ISG is build by parameterized

weight as shown in Fig. 2. For each mini-batch with N b

samples, AKA temporarily constructs a GS , in which VS ∈

R
Nb

×d denotes a feature set with dimensions d and AS ∈
R

Nb
×Nb

gives the adjacency matrix. This matrix indicates

the proximity between instances.

Accumulated Knowledge Graph. Furthermore, to repre-

sent accumulated knowledge, we construct an AKG, whose

vertices represent different types of knowledge (e.g., the

representative person appearance and structure) and edges

are automatically constructed to reflect the relationship be-

tween such knowledge. Specifically, Given an vertex set

VK ∈ R
Nk

×d and an adjacent matrix AK ∈ R
Nk

×Nk

, we

define the knowledge graph as GK(AK ,VK), where Nk

is the number of the AKG’s vertices. To better explain the

construction of the AKG, we first discuss the vertex rep-

resentation VK . During domain-incremental training, do-

mains arrive sequentially and their corresponding vertices

representations are expected to be updated dynamically and

timely. Therefore, the vertex representations of the AKG

is parameterized and learned at the training time. More-

over, to encourage the diversity of knowledge encoded in

the AKG, the vertex representations are randomly initial-

ized. Analogous to the definition of weight in the ISG, the

parameterized weight of AKG is defined as:

AK
ij = ρ

(

WK(
∣

∣VK
i −VK

j

∣

∣) + bK
)

, (5)

where WK and bK represent learnable parameters.
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<latexit sha1_base64="8up06VzBWSiLtQCtCxNM0EXN63o=">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</latexit>

Ld

<latexit sha1_base64="jFV7jQilZgU0D4Ge7WXneJ1ZRas=">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</latexit>

Lc

<latexit sha1_base64="yInYk/MG/7Q7j51PEQ8moRQFOLc=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtBBoMQm7BroekM2FgmYB6QXcPsZDYZMju7zNwVwpLSX7CxUMTWPpUfYec3+BNOHoUmHrhwOOde7r3HjwXXYNtfVmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3L7x80dJQoyuo0EpFq+UQzwSWrAwfBWrFiJPQFa/qD64nfvGdK80jewjBmXkh6kgecEjCS60KfAblLi3A26uQLdsmeAi8TZ04KVx/j2vfD8bjayX+63YgmIZNABdG67dgxeClRwKlgo5ybaBYTOiA91jZUkpBpL53ePMKnRuniIFKmJOCp+nsiJaHWw9A3nSGBvl70JuJ/XjuBoOylXMYJMElni4JEYIjwJADc5YpREENDCFXc3IppnyhCwcSUMyE4iy8vk8Z5ybko2TW7UCmjGbLoCJ2gInLQJaqgG1RFdURRjB7RM3qxEuvJerXeZq0Zaz5ziP7Aev8BjLSVwg==</latexit>

θ(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="zZz9t9JxanvKGb2vBvWdTRbYqlA=">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</latexit>

Ls

<latexit sha1_base64="qKk2+iAk88ckMF2KzsNar7j1cD0=">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</latexit>

Lp

<latexit sha1_base64="b8lx7bkjbENvMq5l/FeIvUNpH0w=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwFHxp+SjlowFGlogKialKGKBjJQYYi6AfUhsqx3Vaq44T2Q5SifJLWDqAECsTGxsrEhv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3Pi9iVCrb/jZy+ZXVtfXCRnFza3unZO7uNWUYC0waOGShaHtIEkY5aSiqGGlHgqDAY6Tljc4zv3VHhKQhv1HjiLgBGnDqU4yUlnpmqRsgNcSIJRfpbXKd9syyXbGnsJaJMyflWn4SvX2+f9R75le3H+I4IFxhhqTsOHak3AQJRTEjabEbSxIhPEID0tGUo4BIN5kGT60jrfQtPxT6cWVN1d8bCQqkHAeensxiykUvE//zOrHyq25CeRQrwvHskB8zS4VW1oLVp4JgxcaaICyozmrhIRIIK91VUZfgLH55mTRPKs5pxb7SbVRhhgIcwCEcgwNnUINLqEMDMMTwAI/wZNwbE+PZeJmN5oz5zj78gfH6A/kVl7U=</latexit>

GS

<latexit sha1_base64="BJLb+1mPx5JSFeWxbWz0qGrDikk=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXoBILi1WExFQlDNCxiAUxFYk+pDZEjuu0po4T2Q5SFIVfYYABhFgZ+Qg2Fjb+A6ftAC1HsnR0zr26x8eLGJXKsj6NwsLi0vJKcbW0tr6xuWVu77RkGAtMmjhkoeh4SBJGOWkqqhjpRIKgwGOk7Y3Ocr99S4SkIb9SSUScAA049SlGSkuuWe4FSA09Pz3NrtOLzE3pTeaa+1bVGgPOE3tK9uuVh/fK99duwzU/ev0QxwHhCjMkZde2IuWkSCiKGclKvViSCOERGpCuphwFRDrpOHwGD7TSh34o9OMKjtXfGykKpEwCT0/mUeWsl4v/ed1Y+TUnpTyKFeF4csiPGVQhzJuAfSoIVizRBGFBdVaIh0ggrHRfJV2CPfvledI6qtrHVetSt1EDExTBHqiAQ2CDE1AH56ABmgCDBNyDJ/Bs3BmPxovxOhktGNOdMvgD4+0HZc2Y7w==</latexit>

AJ
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="b8lx7bkjbENvMq5l/FeIvUNpH0w=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwFHxp+SjlowFGlogKialKGKBjJQYYi6AfUhsqx3Vaq44T2Q5SifJLWDqAECsTGxsrEhv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3Pi9iVCrb/jZy+ZXVtfXCRnFza3unZO7uNWUYC0waOGShaHtIEkY5aSiqGGlHgqDAY6Tljc4zv3VHhKQhv1HjiLgBGnDqU4yUlnpmqRsgNcSIJRfpbXKd9syyXbGnsJaJMyflWn4SvX2+f9R75le3H+I4IFxhhqTsOHak3AQJRTEjabEbSxIhPEID0tGUo4BIN5kGT60jrfQtPxT6cWVN1d8bCQqkHAeensxiykUvE//zOrHyq25CeRQrwvHskB8zS4VW1oLVp4JgxcaaICyozmrhIRIIK91VUZfgLH55mTRPKs5pxb7SbVRhhgIcwCEcgwNnUINLqEMDMMTwAI/wZNwbE+PZeJmN5oz5zj78gfH6A/kVl7U=</latexit>

GS

<latexit sha1_base64="A3leyJaJrMfVDeIt3iah/uWRsz0=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXoBILi9UKialKGKBjURfGItGH1IbIcZ3W1HEi20GKovArDDCAECsjH8HGwsZ/4LQdoHAkS0fn3Kt7fLyIUaks68MoLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+buXkeGscCkjUMWip6HJGGUk7aiipFeJAgKPEa63qSZ+90bIiQN+aVKIuIEaMSpTzFSWnLN8iBAauz56Vl2lTYzN6XXmWtWrZo1BfxL7DmpNir3b5Wvz/2Wa74PhiGOA8IVZkjKvm1FykmRUBQzkpUGsSQRwhM0In1NOQqIdNJp+AweamUI/VDoxxWcqj83UhRImQSensyjykUvF//z+rHy605KeRQrwvHskB8zqEKYNwGHVBCsWKIJwoLqrBCPkUBY6b5KugR78ct/See4Zp/UrAvdRh3MUAQHoAKOgA1OQQOcgxZoAwwScAcewZNxazwYz8bLbLRgzHfK4BeM129bB5jo</latexit>

AC
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="lIY252Ftw+/F0fPjh9u7guRAn4U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00Mv65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpySDcFbfnmVtC6qXq3q3l9W6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAmMAjhGV7hzRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A5zWjWk=</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="WolsV5uA+2UQIg2zCDyozKFNLtU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeCF48t2A9oQ9lspu3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5EPOqLFSMxyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+mHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVVCMoyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNcOan3GZpAYlWy4apoKYmMy/JiFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1W9m6rbvK7Ua3kcRTiDc7gED26hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBxo2M4w==</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="b8lx7bkjbENvMq5l/FeIvUNpH0w=">AAAB+HicbVA9T8MwFHxp+SjlowFGlogKialKGKBjJQYYi6AfUhsqx3Vaq44T2Q5SifJLWDqAECsTGxsrEhv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3Pi9iVCrb/jZy+ZXVtfXCRnFza3unZO7uNWUYC0waOGShaHtIEkY5aSiqGGlHgqDAY6Tljc4zv3VHhKQhv1HjiLgBGnDqU4yUlnpmqRsgNcSIJRfpbXKd9syyXbGnsJaJMyflWn4SvX2+f9R75le3H+I4IFxhhqTsOHak3AQJRTEjabEbSxIhPEID0tGUo4BIN5kGT60jrfQtPxT6cWVN1d8bCQqkHAeensxiykUvE//zOrHyq25CeRQrwvHskB8zS4VW1oLVp4JgxcaaICyozmrhIRIIK91VUZfgLH55mTRPKs5pxb7SbVRhhgIcwCEcgwNnUINLqEMDMMTwAI/wZNwbE+PZeJmN5oz5zj78gfH6A/kVl7U=</latexit>

GS

<latexit sha1_base64="G8qnOCdJ7hXWepSM3DvDvxt10O4=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXoBILi1WExFQlDNCxiIWxCPqQ2hA5rtOaOk5kO0hRFH6FAQYQYmXkI9hY2PgPnLYDtBzJ0tE59+oeHy9iVCrL+jQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlrm905JhLDBp4pCFouMhSRjlpKmoYqQTCYICj5G2NzrL/fYtEZKG/EolEXECNODUpxgpLblmuRcgNfT89DS7Ti8zN6U3mWvuW1VrDDhP7CnZr1ce3ivfX7sN1/zo9UMcB4QrzJCUXduKlJMioShmJCv1YkkihEdoQLqachQQ6aTj8Bk80Eof+qHQjys4Vn9vpCiQMgk8PZlHlbNeLv7ndWPl15yU8ihWhOPJIT9mUIUwbwL2qSBYsUQThAXVWSEeIoGw0n2VdAn27JfnSeuoah9XrQvdRg1MUAR7oAIOgQ1OQB2cgwZoAgwScA+ewLNxZzwaL8brZLRgTHfK4A+Mtx9zp5j4</latexit>

AS
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="dh6teUiOXSHlGBVFqFPqJ71FpOY=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik08YeBj/8/hznn+DFnSjvOl5VZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHdRUlkmKNRjySTZ8o5ExgTTPNsRlLJKHPseEPrid54x6lYpG41cMYvZD0BAsYJdpYVdbJF5yiM5W9DO4cClcf4+r3w/G40sl/trsRTUIUmnKiVMt1Yu2lRGpGOY5y7URhTOiA9LBlUJAQlZdOBx3Zp8bp2kEkzRPanrq/O1ISKjUMfVMZEt1Xi9nE/C9rJTooeSkTcaJR0NlHQcJtHdmTre0uk0g1HxogVDIzq037RBKqzW1y5gju4srLUD8vuhdFp+oUyiWYKQtHcAJn4MIllOEGKlADCgiP8Awv1p31ZL1ab7PSjDXvOYQ/st5/AJVpkTA=</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="QAofioDfbdjat86nqvR3S5iF6Ec=">AAAB6HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+oiltFkPAKuxaaMqAjWUC5gHJEmYnd5NJZmeXmVkhLOnsbCwUsfVj/AA7/QC/wA9w8ig0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5tzJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoqaJEUmzQiEey7ROFnAlsaKY5tmOJJPQ5tvzx5cxv3aBULBLXehKjF5KBYAGjRBupPurli07ZmcP+S9wlKVYLpduv18+PWi//1u1HNAlRaMqJUh3XibWXEqkZ5TjNdROFMaFjMsCOoYKEqLx0fujULhmlbweRNCW0PVd/TqQkVGoS+qYzJHqoVr2Z+J/XSXRQ8VIm4kSjoItFQcJtHdmzr+0+k0g1nxhCqGTmVpsOiSRUm2xyJgR39eW/pHlWds/LTt2kUYEFsnAMJ3AKLlxAFa6gBg2ggHAHD/Bojax768l6XrRmrOVMAX7BevkGyjaRWw==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="QAofioDfbdjat86nqvR3S5iF6Ec=">AAAB6HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+oiltFkPAKuxaaMqAjWUC5gHJEmYnd5NJZmeXmVkhLOnsbCwUsfVj/AA7/QC/wA9w8ig0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5tzJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoqaJEUmzQiEey7ROFnAlsaKY5tmOJJPQ5tvzx5cxv3aBULBLXehKjF5KBYAGjRBupPurli07ZmcP+S9wlKVYLpduv18+PWi//1u1HNAlRaMqJUh3XibWXEqkZ5TjNdROFMaFjMsCOoYKEqLx0fujULhmlbweRNCW0PVd/TqQkVGoS+qYzJHqoVr2Z+J/XSXRQ8VIm4kSjoItFQcJtHdmzr+0+k0g1nxhCqGTmVpsOiSRUm2xyJgR39eW/pHlWds/LTt2kUYEFsnAMJ3AKLlxAFa6gBg2ggHAHD/Bojax768l6XrRmrOVMAX7BevkGyjaRWw==</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="CKfP8rHdQg3Twf8zalzfrIFwjAk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQi2mXBhYKbCvYBbSyT6aQdOpmEmYlQQ77EjQtF3Pop7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx485U9pxvq2V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3evYu8ftFWUSEJbJOKR7PpYUc4EbWmmOe3GkuLQ57TjT65yv/NIpWKRuNfTmHohHgkWMIK1kQZ2pR9iPSaYp9fZQ3qbDeyqU3NmQMvELUgVCjQH9ld/GJEkpEITjpXquU6svRRLzQinWbmfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqL50Fz9CJUYYoiKR5QqOZ+nsjxaFS09A3k3lMtejl4n9eL9FB3UuZiBNNBZkfChKOdITyFtCQSUo0nxqCiWQmKyJjLDHRpquyKcFd/PIyaZ/V3Iuac3debdSLOkpwBMdwCi5cQgNuoAktIJDAM7zCm/VkvVjv1sd8dMUqdg7hD6zPHxAgk1I=</latexit>

GK
<latexit sha1_base64="QAofioDfbdjat86nqvR3S5iF6Ec=">AAAB6HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+oiltFkPAKuxaaMqAjWUC5gHJEmYnd5NJZmeXmVkhLOnsbCwUsfVj/AA7/QC/wA9w8ig0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5tzJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoqaJEUmzQiEey7ROFnAlsaKY5tmOJJPQ5tvzx5cxv3aBULBLXehKjF5KBYAGjRBupPurli07ZmcP+S9wlKVYLpduv18+PWi//1u1HNAlRaMqJUh3XibWXEqkZ5TjNdROFMaFjMsCOoYKEqLx0fujULhmlbweRNCW0PVd/TqQkVGoS+qYzJHqoVr2Z+J/XSXRQ8VIm4kSjoItFQcJtHdmzr+0+k0g1nxhCqGTmVpsOiSRUm2xyJgR39eW/pHlWds/LTt2kUYEFsnAMJ3AKLlxAFa6gBg2ggHAHD/Bojax768l6XrRmrOVMAX7BevkGyjaRWw==</latexit>

j
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed AKA framework. AKA maintains the AKG parameterized by ψ, to organize and

memorize previous learned knowledge. Given a mini-batch images from a certain domain, similarity graph GS is constructed

by the extracted features VS . Meanwhile it taps into AKA to acquire relevant knowledge from GK , resulting in the vectored

representations V̄S of acquired knowledge. Further, the required knowledge V̄S are summed with corresponding input

features VS , which generates enhanced representation with better generalization capability.

Remark: The weights in GS and GK are calculated by inde-

pendent learnable parameters, as the manners of knowledge

organization in two graph have distinct differences. One fo-

cuses on the relationship among current samples. The other

is required to consider both its own structure and efficient

knowledge transformation. Such design is distinct differ-

ent from the graph matching network [20] that shares same

weights of two graphs like a Siamese network.

4.2. Knowledge Operation

Based on such knowledge representations, we further

decompose the “operations” into knowledge transfer and

knowledge accumulation, to enhance the learning of new

domains with involvement of previous knowledge, and up-

date these accumulated knowledge, correspondingly.

Knowledge Transfer. We first discuss how to organize and

extract knowledge from the previous learning process and

then explain how to leverage such knowledge to benefit the

training of a new domain. The edges in GS and GK are also

reserved in the joint graph GJ . We connect GS with GK by

creating links between the prototype-based relational graph

and the knowledge graph. The cross-graph edge between a

pair of vertices in GS and GK is weighted by the similarity

between them. Specifically, for each instance pair VS
i and

VK
j , the cross-graph weight AC

ij is calculated by applying

a Softmax over Euclidean distances between VS
i and VK

j ,

which is a non-parameterized similarity:

AC
ij =

exp(− 1
2

∥

∥VS
i −VK

j

∥

∥

2

2
)

∑Nk

k=1 exp(−
1
2

∥

∥VS
i −VK

k

∥

∥

2

2
)
. (6)

Taking Eq. 4, 5 and 6, the joint graph is formulated as:

AJ =

[

AS AC

(AC)T AK

]

,VJ =

[

VS

VK

]

, (7)

where the adjacent matrix AJ ∈ R(Nb+Nk)×(Nb+Nk) and

vertex matrix VJ ∈ R(Nb+Nk)×d define joint graph GJ .

After constructing the joint graph GJ , we propagate the

most related knowledge from GK to GS via a Graph Con-

volutional Network (GCN) [11], which is formulated as:

VG = δ
(

AJ(VJWJ)
)

, (8)

where VG ∈ R(Nb+Nk)×d is the vertex embedding af-

ter one-layer “message-passing” [5] and WJ is a learnable

weight matrix of the GCN layer followed by a non-linear

function δ, e.g., ReLU [1]. We employ only one layer to

accomplish information propagation for simplicity, while it

is natural to stack more GCN layers. After passing features

through GCN, we obtain the information-propagated fea-

ture representation of the VS from the top-N b rows of VG,

which is denoted as V̄S = {VG
i |i ∈ [1, N b]}.

Knowledge Accumulation. Maintaining a knowledge

graph within limited storage resource during lifelong learn-

ing is inevitably expected to compact memorized knowl-

edge and selectively update the AKG. To achieve this

goal, we first aggregate VS and V̄S by summing them,

which results in a set of summed representation F =
(

VS + V̄S
)

/2. Then, to guide V̄S that improves the gen-

eralization of VS , we introduce a plasticity objective:

Lp =
1

N b

∑

(a,p,n)

ln
(

1+exp
(

∆(Fa,Fp)−∆(Fa,Fn)
)

)

,

(9)

where ∆ denotes a distance function, e.g., L2 distance and

cosine distance. a, p and n donate the anchor, positive and

negative instances in a mini-batch while we utilize an online

hard-mining sampling strategy [44] to boost generalization

capability of learned representation.
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Furthermore, we observed that only encouraging the

knowledge graph to adapt the current domain easily results

in significant over-fitting, which would further lead to catas-

trophic forgetting. Thus, we propose a stability loss to pun-

ish the large movements of vertices in GK when they update

from the ending state V̂K of last training step:

Ls =
1

Nk

Nk

∑

i=1

ln
(

1 + exp
(

∆(VK
i , V̂

K
i

)

)

. (10)

This loss term constrains the vertices in GK to approximate

their initial parameters. Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 are used to co-

optimize the parameters of AKG but detaching the gradient

flowing into CNN, which is discussed in Sec. 4.4. Through

imposing such stability-plasticity dilemma, AKG accumu-

lates more refine and general knowledge from comparison

with previous knowledge, so as to generate better represen-

tation for generalizable ReID.

4.3. Optimization

According to [4, 39], when a visual cognitive process

starts, our brain retrieves relevant representational content

(knowledge) from high-dimensional memories based on

similarity or familiarity. Then, our brain will summarize

the captured information and update relevant knowledge or

allocate new memory. Motivated by this, we query the ISG

in the AKG to obtain the relevant previous knowledge. The

ideal query mechanism is expected to optimize both graphs

simultaneously at the training time and guide the training of

both graphs to be mutual promotion. At the training step t,
we train the whole model Θ(t) = {θ(t), φ(t), ψ(t)} on D(t)

with mini-batch SGD and detaching the gradient between

θ(t) and ψt. The overall loss function is:

Ltotal = Lbase + λpLp + λsLs, (11)

where λs and λp are plasticity-stability trade-off factors.

Here, we discuss how our proposed AKG works. When

λp is relatively larger than λs, GK focuses on learning

new knowledge with minimal weight on taking into ac-

count previous knowledge. On the contrary, our model

can only benefits for improving generalization in first two

domain-incremental steps with approximately fixed vertices

of knowledge graph. Intuitively, the optimal balance of

these two terms not only ensures the stability of knowledge

graph, but also endows AKG with a plasticity that allows

new knowledge to be incorporated and accumulated.

4.4. Discussion

(1) Why does AKA respectively use non-parameterized and

parameterized weight for knowledge operation and repre-

sentation? In the sight of [12], the partial parameters of top

layers favor becoming domain-specific during incremental

training on different domains, which leads to severe perfor-

mance degradation on previous domains. In addition, ac-

cording to the biological inspiration [4], the representation

and operation should be independent. To this end, when

performing knowledge transformation, a non-parameterized

metric allows model to treat different domains with less

bias. As for the knowledge representation, summarizing

and updating knowledge require the power of parameters.

(2) Why does AKA detach the gradient of GCN? As shown

in Fig. 5, AKA without detaching gradient tends to transfer

relatively similar knowledge through all training domains,

which is caused by the degradation of GCN [9]. However,

detaching the gradient encourages AKA to learn indepen-

dently so that AKA enables to adaptively generate different

knowledge for different domains.

(3) Why is the proposed straightforward Ls efficient? In-

tuitively, the unity of Ls and Lp forms a bottleneck mech-

anism, which forces GK to learn sparse knowledge from

each domain. In this work, we utilize a simple yet effec-

tive method, restricting the vertices only, to preserve knowl-

edge. Even though the vertices are almost fixed, the weight

of transferable knowledge is learnable. Ideally, GK could

adaptively modify the transformation weight so as to re-

organize old knowledge for representing new knowledge.

That means we maintain the topology of vertices and lever-

age flexible non-parameter transformation to adapt feature

representations in a new environment.

5. Experiments

5.1. Implementation Details

We remove the last classification layer of ResNet-50 and

use the retained layers as the feature extractor to yield 2048-

dimensional features. The AKA network consists of one

GCN layer. In each training batch, we randomly select 32

identities and sample 4 images for each identity. All images

are resized to 256 × 128. Adam optimizer with learning

rate 3.5×10−4 is used. The model is trained for 50 epochs,

and decrease the learning rate by × 0.1 at the 25th and 35th

epoch. We follow [48] to set the balance weight γ as 1, and

explore the effect of other hyper-parameters. The NK , λp,

and λs are set as 64, 1, and 10, respectively. The hyper-

parameter analysis is given in Sec. 5.5. The retrieval of test-

ing data is based on Euclidean distance of feature embed-

dings. For all experiments, we repeat five times and report

means and standard deviations.

5.2. New Benchmark for LReID

We present a new and large-scale benchmark including

LReID-Seen and LReID-Unseen subsets. The presented

benchmarks are different from existing ReID benchmarks

in three main aspects: 1) The proposed LReID benchmarks

are specifically designed for person re-identification that is
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Table 2: The statistics of ReID datasets involved in our experiments. ‘*’ denotes that we modified the original dataset by

using the ground-truth person bounding box annotation for our lifelong ReID experiments rather than using the original

images which were originally used for person search evaluation. ‘-’ denotes these data are not used for lifelong training.

Benchmark Datasets Name Scale
Original Identities Selected Identities

Train Query Gallery Train Query Gallery

LReID-Seen

CUHK03[18] mid 767 700 700 500 700 700

Market-1501[52] large 751 750 751 500 751 751

MSMT17 V2 [40] large 1041 3060 3060 500 3060 3060

DukeMTMC-ReID[54] large 702 702 1110 500 702 1110

CUHK-SYSU ReID*[43] mid 942 2900 2900 500 2900 2900

LReID-Unseen

VIPeR[6] small 316 316 316 - 316 316

PRID[8] small 100 100 649 - 100 649

GRID[25] small 125 125 126 - 125 126

i-LIDS[41] small 243 60 60 - 60 60

CUHK01[17] small 485 486 486 - 486 486

CUHK02[16] mid 1677 239 239 - 239 239

SenseReID[50] mid 1718 521 1718 - 521 1718

the fine-grained retrieval task, while existing lifelong learn-

ing benchmarks focus on general image classification; 2)

The total number of classes in our benchmark (|Y | ≈14K)

is much larger than existing benchmarks (≤ 1K); 3) We test

the model on novel identities that have never appeared in the

training set even on unseen domains, while existing bench-

marks test on new images of learned (seen) classes.

LReID-Seen. In total, 40,459 training images of the 2,500

identities are employed for the lifelong training set. The

training identities are uniformly split into 5 subsets in ac-

cordance with their domains, for 5-step domain-incremental

training. Their original testing sets are kept to evaluate the

model’s domain forgetting and performance of the current

domain. Specifically, we selected five relatively large-scale

datasets, CUHK03 (CU) [18], Market-1501 (MA) [52],

MSMT17 V2 (MS) [40], DukeMTMC-ReID (DU) [54]

and CUHK-SYSU ReID (SY) [43], and sampled 500 iden-

tities from each of their training sets to construct five train-

ing domains so that each domain has an equal number of

classes. Note that for the SY [43] dataset, we modified the

original dataset by using the ground-truth person bounding

box annotation and selected a subset in which each iden-

tity includes at least 4 bounding boxes, rather than using

the original images which were originally used for person

search evaluation. For testing on this dataset, we fixed both

query and gallery sets instead of using variable gallery sets.

We used 2,900 query persons, with each query containing at

least one image in the gallery, which resulted in 942 training

identities, called CUHK-SYSU ReID in Tab. 2.

LReID-Unseen. To verify raising the model’s abili-

ties resulting from progressively accumulated knowledge

from previous domains, we reorganize 7 popular person

ReID datasets as shown in Tab. 2. Specifically, we first

merge VIPeR [6], PRID [8], GRID [25], i-LIDS [41],

CUHK01 [17], CUHK02 [16], SenseReID [50] in accor-

dance with their original train/test splits as a new bench-

mark. Then, the merged test set, including 3,594 different

identities with total 9,854 images, is adopted to evaluate the

generalization ability of learned features on unseen domain,

called LReID-Unseen in Tab. 2.

Evaluation metrics. We use ū (average performance on

unseen domains) to measure the capacity of generalising on

unseen domains and s̄ (average performance on seen do-

mains) to measure the capacity of retrieving incremental

seen domains. Note that the performance gap of s̄ between

joint training and a certain method indicates the method’s

ability to prevent forgetting. ū and s̄ are measured with

mean average precision (mAP) and rank-1 (R-1) accuracy.

These metrics are calculated after the last training step.

5.3. Seendomain Nonforgetting Evaluation

Less forgetting performance refers to the effectiveness

of one method which mitigates the accuracy degradation

on previous domains. We evaluated AKA on LReID task

against the state-of-the-art. The methods for comparison

include 1) sequential fine-tuning (SFT): Fine-tuning model

with new datasets without distilling old knowledge; 2)

learning without forgetting (LwF): The baseline method

[21] introduced in Sec. 3.2; 3) similarity-preserving distilla-

tion (SPD): A competitor with advanced feature distillation

[36]; 4) Continual representation learning (CRL) [48]: We

first reproduce their method and achieve the reported results

on their published benchmark. Then, we apply their meth-

ods to our domain-incremental person ReID benchmark and

report these new results in Table. 3; 5) Joint-CE serves as an

upper-bound by training model on all data of the seen do-

mains with Lc. For a fair comparison, SFT-T, CRL-T and

Joint-CE denote directly adding the widely-used triplet loss

[7] for co-optimizing learned features.

In practice, the order of input domains is agnostic. Thus,

we investigate the influence caused by different training

orders and analyze two representative results. Order-1

and Order-2 are denoted by MA→SY→DU→MS→CU

and DU→MS→MA→SY→CU, respectively. As shown in
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Table 3: Seen-domain non-forgetting evaluation. We test model after sequentially training on all seen domains (t=5). Each ex-

periment is repeated by 5 times to report mean and std of all seen domains. The training order is MA→SY→DU→MS→CU.
Market SYSU Duke MSMT17 CUHK03 s̄

Method mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

SFT 24.1±0.2 48.5±0.4 30.5±0.3 32.7±0.3 14.4±0.2 27.0±0.2 12.0±0.3 30.1±0.3 45.6±0.2 48.5±0.3 25.3 37.4

SFT-T 25.8±0.3 48.4±0.5 32.0±0.4 34.8±0.5 15.1±0.4 27.7±0.5 13.8±0.3 32.4±0.4 48.0±0.4 50.1±0.5 26.9 38.7

SPD 30.5±0.3 50.7±0.4 37.6±0.4 39.9±0.4 14.6±0.3 27.2±0.3 12.2±0.3 30.3±0.2 40.7±0.3 42.5±0.3 27.1 38.1

LwF 47.1±0.3 65.1±0.4 43.9±0.2 44.3±0.2 16.0±0.3 28.0±0.2 14.8±0.2 33.6±0.3 26.1±0.2 26.2±0.2 29.6 39.4

CRL 48.5±0.5 66.6±0.3 45.2±0.2 43.3±0.3 16.2±0.2 27.9±0.3 16.1±0.3 34.3±0.2 28.1±0.3 29.8±0.4 30.8 40.4

CRL-T 49.2±0.5 67.0±0.3 45.6±0.2 43.9±0.4 15.9±0.3 27.5±0.4 15.8±0.3 33.9±0.4 26.5±0.3 26.7 ±0.4 30.6 39.8

AKA 51.2±0.2 72.0±0.3 47.5±0.5 45.1±0.6 18.7±0.3 33.1±0.4 16.4±0.2 37.6±0.3 27.7±0.4 27.6±0.5 32.3 43.1

Joint-CE 71.9±0.2 83.2±0.2 61.2±0.3 62.5±0.3 65.1±0.2 76.8±0.3 25.3±0.3 50.7±0.5 48.7±0.1 50.3±0.2 54.4 64.7

Joint-CE-T 74.8±0.2 87.0±0.3 63.3±0.3 65.5±0.4 68.3±0.2 80.1±0.3 27.9±0.3 54.1±0.5 50.8±0.2 56.6±0.2 57.0 67.7

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Illustration of seen-domain non-forgetting evaluation. (a) depicts the trend of mAP and Rank-1 score on the first

training domain during training process following Order-1. Likewise, (b) shows the results of Order-2.

Fig. 3, training order significantly impacts the model’s abil-

ity to prevent forgetting. Specifically, for Order-1, AKA

ranks the first with accuracy degradation of 17.5%/14.7% in

mAP/R-1, which demonstrates that AKA is able to preserve

old knowledge while mitigating catastrophic forgetting. In

comparison, AKA outperforms SFT by around 30% in R-

1 and is superior to most competitive CRL by 6% in mAP.

Note that SFT-T and CRL-T (with additional triplet loss) is

not beneficial for the first three training steps, because when

the number of training identities is large enough, triplet

loss contributes less on performance and even leads to con-

flict with cross-entropy loss [51]. On the other hand, KD-

based methods are obviously superior to feature distillation

or SFT methods. For Order-2, AKA ranks the first with per-

formance degradation of 29.3%/27.9% in mAP/R-1 as well.

5.4. Unseendomain Generalising Evaluation

To demonstrate that our LRe-ID is more challenging

than the latest CRL-ReID [48] task, we re-implement their

method and evaluate on both their CRL-ReID dataset [48]

and our LReID-Unseen benchmarks. Despite our setting

needs to overcome larger domain gaps, our AKA can au-

tomatically transfer and update knowledge based on differ-

ent input. Thus, the results shown in the first two rows of

Tab. 4 indicate that LRe-ID setting is more difficult and our

method outperforms the compared methods significantly.

For the experiments on LReID-Unseen, we assumed that

a model was sequentially trained with the Order-1. Then,

we report all results in the final step when all domains are

trained. As shown in Tab. 4, AKA achieves best perfor-

mance compared with other competitive methods. Specifi-

cally, AKA achieves averaged 31.8% mAP on seen domains

and averaged 44.3% mAP on unseen domains, which are

significantly better than the baseline methods. Interestingly,

as shown in Fig. 4, the methods without KD reach a better

performance on 2nd step, but they fail to accumulate pre-

vious knowledge to further improve generalization ability.

The similar phenomenon appears in order-2 as well. How-

ever, our results are still obviously lower than the upper-

bound. The gap indicates the challenges of LReID on the

proposed benchmark.

5.5. Ablation Study

We conduct two groups of ablation experiments to study

the effectiveness of our method. One is to verify the im-

provement of adding the AKG module. Our full method

AKA is composed of LwF and AKG. Comparing the per-

formances of LwF and AKA in Tab. 3, our AKA achieves

6% improvement on both mAP and less forgetting score.

The other group is to demonstrate the importance of our

proposed stability and plasticity loss. In Tab. 5, “Base-

line” setting is the same as the LwF method. “Baseline +

Lp” denotes LwF method added our AKG with only plas-

ticity loss. The “Baseline + Lp + Ls ” setting indicates

our full method. As shown in Tab. 5, Lp is beneficial for

only unseen domains, and Lp and Ls are complementary.

The improvement of adding Ls indicates that greater stabil-

ity of knowledge can preserve the knowledge of previous
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Table 4: Unseen-domain generalising evaluation. We refer to corresponding literature and reproduce experimental results on

our setting.For LReID-Unseen, the training order is MA→SY→DU→MS→CU.
Banchmark ū SFT SFT-T SPD LwF CRL CRL-T AKA Joint-CE Joint-CE-T

CRL-ReID

(5-step)

mAP 44.2 ± 0.2 44.7 ± 0.3 47.1 ± 0.2 48.7 ± 0.2 51.2 ± 0.1 51.5 ± 0.2 64.2 ± 0.1 64.8 ± 0.1 66.7 ± 0.1

R-1 53.4 ± 0.3 53.9 ± 0.4 54.1 ± 0.4 59.6 ± 0.2 62.8 ± 0.3 63.1 ± 0.3 74.9 ± 0.3 75.3 ± 0.1 78.6 ± 0.2

CRL-ReID

(10-step)

mAP 31.7 ± 0.2 31.7 ± 0.3 40.3 ± 0.3 42.8 ± 0.2 43.8 ± 0.3 44.1 ± 0.1 49.7 ± 0.2 64.8 ± 0.1 66.7 ± 0.1

Rank-1 40.3 ± 0.4 40.5 ± 0.5 47.5 ± 0.4 51.7 ± 0.1 54.7 ± 0.4 54.8 ± 0.3 58.8 ± 0.2 75.3 ± 0.1 78.6 ± 0.2

LReID-Unseen
mAP 35.2± 0.2 37.1± 0.4 36.3± 0.2 38.3± 0.2 38.5± 0.2 39.6± 0.4 44.3± 0.2 50.6± 0.1 53.5± 0.2

R-1 31.1± 0.3 34.3± 0.4 32.9± 0.2 36.9± 0.3 36.7± 0.2 38.1± 0.4 40.4± 0.3 48.1 ± 0.1 50.0 ± 0.3

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Illustration of unseen-domain generalising evaluation. (a) depicts the trend of mAP and Rank-1 score on unseen

domains during training process following Order-1. Likewise, (b) shows the results of Order-2.

Table 5: Effectiveness of the proposed loss functions.

s̄ ū
Setting mAP R-1 mAP R-1

Baseline 29.6 39.4 38.3 36.9

Baseline + Lp 29.5 39.6 41.6 38.3

Baseline + Lp + Ls (Full) 32.3 43.1 44.3 40.4

Full w/o Ld 28.5 39.1 42.1 38.9

domains, which remits the unfavourable influence of catas-

trophic forgetting to some extent. Moreover, the improve-

ment of adding Lp indicates AKG is encouraged to learn

how to transfer positive knowledge to improve generaliza-

tion. When λp becomes large enough, the model overfits on

generating the same representation with the output of CNN.

Hyper-parameter analysis. The hold-off validation data

are used to determine two hyper-parameters λp and λs. We

first select the optimal λp to achieve best ū, then we choose

the optimal λs based on the selected λp. Finally, when

λp = 1 and λs = 5 × 10−4, our model achieves best bal-

ance between seen and unseen domains. Afterwards, we

keep other hyper-parameters and explore the influence of

NK ∈ {32, 64, 128, 256, 512} for ū and s̄ metrics calcu-

lated by mAP. The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that NK

is not sensitive and ū increases with the growth of NK .

Thus, we balance memory consumption and generalization

performance, and set NK = 64 in all of our experiments.

6. Conclusion

We focus on an unsolved, challenging, yet practical

domain-incremental scenario, namely lifelong person re-

identification, where models are required to improve gen-

eralization capability on both seen and unseen domains by

(a) (b)

Figure 5: To investigate the effectiveness of detaching gra-

dient, we visualize the normalized cosine similarity be-

tween VS and V̄S during training processing in (a). The

three rows in (b) study the effects of hyper-parameters λp,

λs and NK , respectively.

leveraging previous knowledge. Hence, we propose a new

AKA framework to preserve the knowledge learned from

previous domains while adaptively propagating the previ-

ously learned knowledge for improving learning on new do-

mains. Extensive experiments show that our method outper-

forms other competitors in terms of both mitigating forget-

ting on seen domains and generalising on unseen domains.
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